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Preface

During the summer of 1999, I studied literature about historical utilization of natural resources among Sami in Scandinavia and North American indigenous peoples to prepare myself for my coming trip to North America. The increased knowledge of similarities in the way of living and use of inner bark was inspiring! In September, I went to Missoula, Montana in the U.S.A to search for more material. Carolynne Merrell, archaeologist, guided me through parts of the Lolo- and Bitterroot National Forests in western Montana, showing bark peeled lodgepole pine, (Pinus contorta) ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), and Western red cedar (Thuja plicata). Carling Malouf, a retired archaeologist/ethnologist spent an entire day telling me about Native Americans and their conditions of living. I also spent several hours at the University library of Missoula, searching for literature about inner bark use. Next, I traveled to Vancouver Island, Canada, to meet Morley Eldridge, archaeologist at "Millennia Research Ltd.". Mr. Eldridge as well as his employees supplied me with lots of information for my work, as well as a house, a car and a bike! Mr. Eldridge also let me visit the Royal Museum of British Columbia to see tools used for bark peeling. At the University of Victoria, Vancouver Island, Sandra Peacock, archaeologist, provided me with literature and information about cooking pits. The great quantity of literature I have obtained, personal meetings, interviews and field studies of bark peeled trees in Sweden and North America have provided a general impression that has been very valuable for my work.

I would like to thank my supervisors, Olle Zackrisson and Lars Östlund, at the institution of Forest Vegetation Ecology, the University of Agricultural Science (SLU), Umeå, Sweden. Thanks to Olles contacts in North America I had a great benefit by the trip. Lars has devoted a lot of his time to proofreading and commenting the text. Thanks also to Terry Peterson and her family in Missoula, who let me stay in their house as a family member during my time in Montana. In addition, Terry kindly helped me editing my thesis. Carolynne Merrell let me stay at her place a weekend and devoted all her time to guiding me in Clearwater National Forest. Carolynne also had a narrative skill and that way I learnt a lot about the life of Native Americans. Other people interviewed in Montana were Tom Foor, Department of Anthropology, University of Missoula and Joanne Biterane, ethnobotanist at the Kootenai Cultural Committee. Morley Eldridge, Vancouver Island, was extremely helpful in many ways and apart from supplying me with material for my research work, he let me meet his own family and spend the Thanksgiving holiday in their company! Thanks also to my friends Annika Holmgren and Genaro Lopez who helped me proofreading the text.

Literature about bark use in Scandinavia is relatively sparse as compared to that in North America, especially concerning the specific areas of bark use. But, overall I'm satisfied having answered the main questions as well as found lots of detailed information I could never dream about!

Finally, I hope to increase the interest for research about inner bark use in the Northern Hemisphere.

Umeå, March 2001
Lisa Ahlberg
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Abstract

Independently, the Sami people in northern Scandinavia and native people in the north temperate and boreal zone of North America have utilized the cambium layer of bark from both coniferous and deciduous trees as food, medicine, as well as material for other requirements; clothes, baskets and various kinds of wrapping. The sharp seasonal environments created food shortages in certain periods and inner bark thus became an important food component. Dating of bark scars indicates a slight difference between periods of bark use in Scandinavia and North America. The final cessation of inner bark use was dependent on an increased access to substitutive foodstuff as sugar and cereals, as well as authorities trying to prevent bark harvest. Cambium harvest was primarily a task for women, and sometimes children. Generally, bark was peeled in springtime, when the sap was “running”, the proper time varying among tree species. During this period, the cambium had a comparatively high nutritional value and an appealing taste. Simultaneously, the supply of animal food/protein was generally low. Inner bark contains a relatively high amount of carbohydrates and healthy food fibers, as well as vitamins and essential minerals, making it a nutritional complement to protein rich food. Naturally, the tree species used for bark peeling differ in the areas described according to latitude and, consequently, bioclimatical zonation. The materials, as well as shaping of bark peeling tools were similar in northern Scandinavia and North America. In North America, there is an evident material transition from bones and antlers to metals, which occurred when trading with the white man began. The peoples described herein had a sacred relationship with nature, which meant that bark was not peeled all round the tree trunk. Therefore, avoiding girdling the tree and killing it. North and south were spiritually important directions to the Sami and consequently trees were primarily peeled to the north. Similar data is presented in survey material from Vancouver Island. However, indigenous people in North America likely had practical intentions when bark stripping a tree directionally. The shaded side had a better cambium taste as well as fewer branches. This side was often directed to the north. Occasionally, cambium was processed in cooking pits in both Scandinavia and North America, but it was an unusual phenomenon. In North America, these pits were primarily used for the processing of roots. Construction and function of cooking pits are similar. The heat generated in cooking pits breaks down large or complex carbohydrates into smaller, more digestible polymers, along with making food tissues less toxic. There is no clear distinction between food and emergency food. Due to some statements from Swedes as well as North Americans, bark cambium was emergency food. But, dating of scars reveals a regular use of bark. This fact points towards bark as a natural element of the diet. Although, bark use presumably increased during harsh periods when animal food was absent.
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Introduction

Both the indigenous Sami in northern Scandinavia and many native groups in the north temperate and boreal zone of North America based their living upon animal foods. Also, they lived in similar climates with sharp seasonal changes. Such food in the diet resulted in a lack of important nutrients, such as carbohydrates and some vitamins and minerals. Consequently, both peoples gathered food plants and inner bark, cambium, as a food component. Recent research reveals essential vitamins and minerals in cambium. This is consistent with the fact that neither the Sami nor the North American indigenous people were stricken by vitamin shortage deficiency diseases. Furthermore, carbohydrate and fiber are good complements to protein rich food. Bark was also a preferred material used for other purposes, such as tanning agents for preserving, and certain fiber being durable and easy to handle.

Trees do not have internal mechanisms to naturally repair an area where wood has been removed. They cannot replace wood tissue, but can limit the damage by attempting to cover wounded areas with new layers of wood and bark, creating chemical defenses against attack by disease and insects (Shigo 1979). Sap continues to flow up the trunk on either side of the wound (Eldridge 1982:34) and the bark extends its annual growth laterally to cover the vertical margin of the injury (Hicks 1985:110-112). A scar remains, and these obviously have different shapes in different areas, due to the intended area of use, tree species, tools and by whom the bark peel was performed (Mobley and Eldridge 1992).

In Scandinavia, the Sami way of living and use of Scots pine inner bark was documented by priests in the 1600s. These authors mention Sami bark use and methods to process bark. Eidhitz (1969) discusses inner bark use and the attitudes towards it in “Food and emergency food”. Swedish research about scarred trees was performed recently; Niklasson et al. 1994, wrote “A dendrochronological reconstruction of use by Sami of Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) inner bark over the last 350 years at Sävajaure N. Sweden”, where tree ring studies were performed, revealing Sami bark use between 1618 and 1870. In addition, Zackrisson et al. 2000 published an extended, multidisciplinary study: “Ancient use of Scots pine inner bark by Sami in northern Sweden related to cultural and ecological factors”. Continuous use of bark from 1450 and 1890 was discussed in a cultural and ecological context. The first literature reference about cambium use in western United States is the Louis and Clark Journals 1804-1806 (Thwaites 1905, in Swetnam 1984:177-178). North American ethologists also noted the relationship between humans and trees at an early stage (Boas 1910), but systematic field observations were reserved for dendrochronological applications (Douglas 1929; Martorano 1981; Swetnam 1984). White (1954) used informants to develop an ethnographic context for Kutenai inner bark utilization in western Montana. Later, Hicks (1976) led investigations on Culturally Modified Trees, (CMTs) on Coastal British Columbia. Gradually, researchers in British Columbia have registered more CMT areas (Nicol 1981a, 1981b; Mitchell and Eldridge 1982; A. Eldridge 1982; M. Eldridge 1982, Eldridge and Eldridge 1980; Provenance Research Inc. 1982; Ham and Howe 1983; Stryd 1982) and as a result, the provincial government has become interested in pilot studies of scarred trees. This inspired public and private parties to participate. Recent studies have stimulated more research interest in British Columbia (Arcas Consulting Archaeologists, Ltd. 1991; Eldridge 1988a, 1988b, 1991a, 1991b; Eldridge et al. 1988a, 1989b), proving bark stripped trees to be a valuable cultural
resource for anthropological study (Wilson and Eldridge 1988; Eldridge and Eldridge
1988). Parallel to the research, an enhanced public awareness of CMTs and their
information value has developed.

The aim of this study is to describe and compare the use of inner bark by native groups
in different regions; the Sami people in northern Scandinavia, native Americans in
northwestern U.S.A. and First Nations people in British Columbia, Canada. Bark
peeling is placed into a subsistence context to enable the understanding of bark use. To
do this, I will discuss the temporal and spatial distribution of bark peeled trees, inner
bark harvesting, tools used, the wide-ranging use of inner bark, the size, shape and
directions of bark scars, inner bark contents as well as preparation techniques.

The specific questions I want to address are as follows: Are the apparent similarities in
bark use based on similar climates and the resembling conditions of life that follow out
of that? Secondly, was there a similar way of rendering and respecting nature among
the Sami, native Americans and First Nations people? The comparison is based on a
survey of literature, but also presents conclusions from interviews with American and
Canadian researchers in anthropology and archaeology.

Bark peeling in Scandinavia and North America

According to several dendrochronological analyses, bark stripping of Scots pine (Pinus
sylvestris) was common in the Sami culture from early 1450 to late 1890. Bark was
mainly used as food and wrapping material. Bark peels for wrapping sinew are all
recorded after 1750. After 1820, inner bark was seldom used (Zackrisson et al. 2000).
Swedish authorities forcefully tried to stop the use of inner bark for food. From 1870 it
was illegal to bark strip standing trees on crown land (anon. 1871).

Native people of northwestern America stripped most trees between the years 1850 and
1920. On the Flathead Reservation, inner bark use rapidly decreased after 1910, due to
the increased availability of refined sugar. Also, Reservation officials were eager to
restrain bark stripping, since it destroyed merchantable timber. During World War I,
bark use was intensified due to sugar shortages, but after 1920 the practice completely
ceased (Barrett 1990). White (1954) studied bark stripped pine trees near Flathead
Lake in Montana and connected the high numbers of peeled trees during World War I
to sugar shortages and sugar rationing. Since bark has a high sugar content, it was used
as an alternate ‘sweet’. On the Kootenai National Forest in northwest Montana, cored
trees showed that peeling was done from 1756 to 1944 and most peels dated from the
nineteenth century. Germination dates of scarred trees ranged from 1611 to 1821. 65%
of germination dates were from the eighteenth century (Aldredge 1995). Although
dating reveals some information about the frequency and extent of bark use, it is still
impossible to tell the length of time that the bark peeling practice has been going on.
Alldredge (1995:69) explains that the Kootenai bark harvest ritual is an indicator of the antiquity of cambium acquirement:

"How long does it take a ritual to build up, to take hold and become standard practice? It is difficult to say, but probably centuries. As humans we are inherently opposed to change. Beginning some ritualistic practice and getting it accepted by a group or society is something that does not occur overnight. Although we will never know the antiquity of peeling trees to obtain the cambium for consumption, we can speculate that perhaps it has occurred for several hundred, if not thousand years".

Also, scarred trees are a relatively common phenomenon on the Lolo and Bitterroot National Forests (Montana and Idaho). Ponderosa pine is the most frequently scarred tree. Other trees used for bark harvest in western Montana are lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), western larch (Larix occidentalis) and cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa). Dating of scars has been performed on some trees at sites close to the mentioned area. The scars originated from the late 1700's to early 1800's (McLeod and Melton 1986). Eldridge and Stryd (1993) performed an archaeological study of culturally modified trees, CMT's on Meares Island, western British Columbia. Dating of bark peeled trees (Western red- and yellow cedar) indicated that the practice had been going on for 350 years, from 1642 to 1984, with the majority of scars belonging to the nineteenth century. According to dating records, bark use has varied in intensity, but there has been continuous use for at least the last 270 years. A decline in the twentieth century is probably due to the recent downturn in traditional

The majority of scarred lodgepole pine in northern British Columbia were peeled in the nineteenth century and the oldest scar was only 132 years old Eldridge (1982:39). The results also indicated a preference to peel young trees, and multiple scars on the same tree trunk were common. Moreover, dendrochronological analyses have allowed the dating of cedar tree bark scars older than 1467 A.D in the Newcastle block of Vancouver Island (Eldridge and Eldridge 1988:36).
CMT samples have been dated in many areas in the Pacific Northwest (Parker 1970, 1984). Although, the time span varies between different locations, peels have generally been performed more recently in British Columbia than in northwestern U.S.A. The most recent scar dates from 1984 (Meares Island).

Bark scarring has been a widespread event in North America. These trees have been located in Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado, as well as Idaho, eastern Washington and Oregon (McLeod and Melton 1986). Furthermore, following the natural distribution of two cedar types, there are scarred trees on the Olympic Peninsula in the west and north into Coastal British Columbia and southeast Alaska (Mack and Hollenbeck 1985:3). The northern limit for the distribution of Western red cedar is halfway up southeast Alaska (Hebda and Mathewes 1984). The Alaska yellow cedar continues further north and a relatively low number are present in Prince William Sound. Yet, there are no scarred trees registered at this location (Mobley et al. 1990).

Bark stripped Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) and hemlock are recorded north into Prince William Sound and the outer Kenai Peninsula, while the northern limit for scarred spruce is the Kodiak Archipelago (Mobley et al. 1990; Betts et al. 1991). Peeled lodgepole pines continues north of latitude 60 in the Yukon territory (Morley Eldridge, personal observation).

In Sweden, bark peels are found between latitudes 65.00-68.50 N, and stripped trees are found within the natural distributional limits of Scots pine. The area is situated between the Caledonian Mountains in the west and the provincial boarder of Lapland in the east, within the northern and middle boreal zone.

![Fig. 3. Bark peeled Scots pine in old pine forest. Bårgå, Arjeplog. Photo: Lisa Ahlberg.](image)

The majority (90%) of the peeled trees in Sweden are located 350-500 m above sea level (Zackrisson et al. 2000). According to archaeological research on Kootenai National Forest, northwest Montana, the majority of cambium peeled trees occur at a somewhat higher elevation, 3000-4000 feet (1000-1300 m) (Allredge 1995). Allredge theorizes that as cambium is gathered during spring time, and the locations of cambium harvest areas are based partly on the seasonal movements of camps, the majority of cambium peeled trees would be found where camps were located in the spring. According to data from the Middle Kootenai Valley, Thoms (1989) in turn
speculates that prehistoric camps located between 3000 and 4000 feet are mid-spring occupational sites. Also Eldridge (1982:33) states that cambium stripped trees are connected to habitation sites, temporary camps, camps for other resource exploitation, occasional hearths, rock-lined circular depressions (a possible processing sign) and sometimes trail corridors, indicating spring or summer use of inner bark.

Clustering of bark peeled trees is a common occurrence. In Prince William Sound, groups of as many as 200 scarred hemlock trees have been located (Mobley et al. 1990) and a higher number of spatially grouped scarred trees are recorded in other locations. Ponderosa pine on Lolo and Bitterroot National Forests are often located in groups of 2 to 25 scarred trees. Bark peeled trees in this area usually occur along major streams and rivers. However, the highest concentrations of these trees are found in open, south facing areas, with gentle topography, close to water, and in areas that probably were camp sites (McLeod and Melton 1986). Also Barrett (1990) states that peeled ponderosa pines are generally situated near logical campgrounds: near meadows, creeks and lakes, usually appearing in clusters.

However, certain distribution patterns might be based on skewed information. According to Aldredge (1995:4), culturally scarred trees are clustered within specific areas on the Kootenai National Forest, mainly along major river drainages on Forest Service managed property. However, this pattern is dependent upon logging and lack of geographical knowledge of private property. With no logging impact, the density of scarred trees would have been greater in areas where culturally scarred tree (CST) sites have been recorded, as well as in logging affected areas where no CST sites have been recorded. Also, CST sites have only been registered during Forest Service surveys, on property managed by the Forest Service. Due to lack of surveys on private property, distribution patterns are not known.
Arcas Associates (1984:62-73) examined spatial distribution of bark stripped trees at Meares Island. Accordingly, these trees were clustered close to the shore, logged trees were independent of the spread of scarred trees. And among bark scarred trees inland, the number of peeled Alaska yellow cedar were higher than western red cedar. Different results were found in other regions; at Merchantile creek, bark stripped trees were uniformly distributed regardless of the distance to water (Eldridge 1988b:iii). Also the dominant shape of the bark scars differed spatially. Eldridge (1988b:iii) states that there is a difference regionally. In coastal areas, bark scars are mainly triangular, whereas at interior locales, the rectangular scar feature dominates. On the other hand, Hicks (1985:13) reported that rectangular scarring belonged to northern British Columbia, while triangular scarring dominated the southern part.

"On the west coast of Vancouver Island, triangular, bark-stripped western red cedars are predominant. The scar type does not seem to have changed through time; First Nations people used the inner bark consistently and seemed to have hit upon an appropriate debarking process from the beginning. What may have changed is the way past Nuu-chah-nulth people (the overall name for the First Nations people who live on parts of Vancouver Island) used the landscape. It may be possible that through time people were forced to go farther and farther into the forest in order to obtain appropriate cedar trees. In terms of rectangular bark-stripped cedars, the rectangular scar results from when First Nations people cut a fairly large chunk of bark from a cedar tree. Rectangular bark strips were used in creating temporary dwellings or for trade. This type of scarred trees seems to be more common as you go north on the coast, but there are examples of this type on southern Vancouver Island" (Heather Pratt, pers. com. 2000).

The area where Zackrisson et al. (2000) performed field studies in northern Sweden, carried a high number of bark peeled trees, but herbaceous vegetation was scarce. On the other hand, shrubs, mosses and lichen with a relatively low nutritional value, were common. Among Northwest Coastal peoples in Canada, carbohydrate sources, like inner bark, were important in areas where nutritious root foods, grains or sweetener sources were absent (Johnson 1997:96). In northern B. C., in areas with low plant food reserves and long distances between watercourses, a high number of scarred trees are registered. Alternately, in the southern part where watercourses are numerous and the supply of salmon, as well as nutritious plants are good, there are relatively few scarred trees (Morley Eldridge, personal observation).

*Used tree species*

In the Sami culture, Scots pine inner bark was used for food, either fresh, roasted or dried. When dried it was ground into flour and could be mixed with reindeer milk, fat, blood or certain food. Bark was also used as wrapping material, mostly for the wrapping of sinew (Zackrisson et al. 2000). The diet among Fishing Sami was mainly based on fish; fresh, dried or roasted. Some pounded the fish and mixed it with dried, pounded pine bark, to create gruel (Högström 1747:122). When Forest Sami ate pine bark, it was prepared underground and consumed as candy called *Sautopetsi* (Graan 1899). During the summer, the inner bark was pounded and mixed with reindeer milk and the dish was considered a delicacy (Lundii 1905:32). The cambium of spruce, pine,
pine, birch, poplar and willow has been used both as regular food and emergency food, and also as spice and medicine among arctic and subarctic people (Eidlitz 1969:71). The cambium was dried either inside a shelter or outside. It was also soaked in water to get rid of the bitter taste of pitch. After drying the bark, it was minced and sometimes ground. Then it could be used for oatmeal or bread. Sometimes it was consumed immediately by adding sour milk (Eidlitz 1969:80). Also, the Sami often used "shoe hay" in their shoes during summer time, but shredded willow bark was a good substitute. It kept the feet free from wounds and soreness, and also protected the shoes as a tanning agent (von Duben 1977:152).

In North America, **Western Red cedar** was extensively used. Inner bark could be used for slow matches, which enabled the carrying of fire from one camp to another.

![Fig. 5. The extensive use of cedar tree inner bark. In Stewart 1984.](image)

Mats, baskets and head/neck rings were other cedar products (Smith 1997). The Thompson group, at times, made ponchos, cloaks, bodices and aprons using cedar inner bark. The bark was first rubbed and beaten in order to soften, then split into strips of desired length (Turner et al. 1990). Stewart (1984) mentions numerous applications:

![Fig. 6. Western red cedar twig.](image)
Folded cedar bark baskets, mats, clothing, shelter, cooking and eating utensils, woven and coiled baskets, cordage, fishnets and line, sails, canoe bailers, diapers, blankets, personal and ceremonial ornaments, brushes, torches and bandages.

To make clear the extensive use of cedar bark, Drucker (1955:61) describes the life of an individual native in terms of cedar bark:

"As an infant he was swaddled in the bark, shredded and haggled to a cottony consistency; his pillow and head presser were pads of the same material; woven robes and rain capes of shredded bark protected him from rain and cold throughout his life; checker work mats of red cedar bark were his principal household furnishings, serving as tablecloths at mealtimes, as upholstery for seats, and as mattresses for his bed. With the beginning of European contacts he learned to use sails on his canoe and, when he was unable to acquire imported canvas, he made sails of heavily woven bark mats; old worn-out mats served to protect his canoe from the checking effects of the sun on bright days. On ceremonial and festive occasions he wore turbans and arm- and leg bands twisted and woven of shredded bark. He stowed his carpentering tools in a basket woven of the same bark. The Nootka whale hunter kept his precious harpoon heads in neatly made pouches of the same material. In historical times, our typical Northwest Coast native found shredded cedar bark to be an ideal gun wadding for the muzzle-loader he acquired from the white trader. And when he died, the chances were that unless he was a chief and entitled to special treatment, his body would be wrapped in a cedar bark mat for burial".

Some Northwest Coast groups used the cambium of *Sitka spruce*, *Picea sitchensis*. They ate it fresh or dried as cakes for the winter. Before drying the cambium, it was often mixed with Highbush Cranberries, (*Viburnum edule*). Some people still eat it today. The cambium could be eaten in the summer as a laxative (Turner 1995:33). The more Interior Gitskan people also ate Sitka spruce cambium, but they never dried it or made dry cakes (Smith 1997). The Thompson group used Sitka spruce inner bark for medicinal purposes. The inner bark was boiled and the concoction was drunk for various illnesses (Turner et al. 1990:101).

Fig. 7. First Nations groups in today’s southwestern Canada.
Western Hemlock cambium was popular among Coastal groups and some Vancouver Island Coast Salish. The Haida made cakes of a mixture of Hemlock cambium and Highbush Cranberries. These cakes were common as a feast food of supernatural beings in Haida myths. Hemlock cambium was consumed fresh or as cakes in the winter after the preserved salmon was consumed (Turner 1995:34). The Gitskan people ate the cambium with many kinds of grease (bear-, groundhog-) or salmon oil. The taste was said to be very good. As among other people, Gitskan made dry cakes to use during winter. The cambium was dried through simple kind pit cooking (Smith 1997). Hemlock cambium was said to be very was also believed to have medicinal qualities, and was an ingredient in wood medicine concoctions (Campbell et al. 1984:7). Eating the cambium was stated as good for the gall bladder (David Green 1987 in Johnson 1997).

Some groups ate Mountain hemlock, and Coast Salish groups consumed lodgepole pine cambium. The latter was, however, more commonly used by Central and Northern Interior groups as the Salish and Athapaskan (Turner 1997:35). Among the Gitskan people, lodgepole inner bark was both eaten and used as a blood purifier and purgative. The purging effect is said to start a half an hour to an hour after eating and to make one hungry (Turner 1997:35). Primarily, very young bark was eaten, while older bark was used medicinally (Johnson 1997:258). The bark and shoots of many species of pine are known to have antibacterial properties (Moskalenko 1986; McCutcheon et al. 1992). Flatheads and Kutenais in the interior of today’s northern U.S.A. and southern Canada also ate lodgepole cambium. The latter suggested eating it for tuberculosis (Hart 1992:52).

Ponderosa pine was often bark stripped for its cambium layer. The Thompson ate it fresh or dried it for winter use (Turner et al. 1990). Kutenais and Flatheads ate ponderosa cambium as a sweet and delicious food. This was an ancient practice in the West. Rocky Mountain groups appreciated this “sweet” more than other groups. One sign of this is that ponderosa inner bark was peeled as late as the 1900’s on the Flathead Reservation. Since it dried out quickly, it was either immediately consumed or stored for only a few days. However, when preserving it for longer periods, the bark could be rolled into balls and stored to prevent drying (Hart 1992:50-51).

“Lodgepole seems to have been preferred before ponderosa. For example it has thinner bark, which is easier to remove, but seasons may have been of importance too. Lodgepole bark was possible to use later during the season (in September as horse food), while the ponderosa was harvested during the spring. Ponderosa was probably not used for horses. Lodgepole was a kind of secondary food. After fires on mountain ridges, lodgepole came back quickly. It was also found at higher altitudes and was simply more available. When native people used horses for traveling they didn’t want to spend too much time to gather food and that’s why lodgepole was a good alternative, having such thin bark. Maybe the taste of lodgepole was better too, because it grew at high elevation where the snow and ice melted later, meaning lodgepole experienced a later spring” (Merrell 1999 pers. com.).

Fig. 8. Western larch (Larix occidentalis)
**Amabilis fir**, *Abies amabilis*, cambium was used for food (Moerman 1998) or consumed to prevent constipation (Smith 1997). The cambium was either eaten fresh or dried for winter (Turner et al. 1990:102).

Inner bark of *Abies balsamea*, **Balsam fir**, was a medicinal spice, and an infusion of inner bark was ingested for chest pain (Moerman 1998:34).

Inner bark from *Abies grandis*, **Grand fir** and *Abies lasiocarpa*, **Subalpine fir**, was typically eaten. Turner (1990) describes a medicinal experience using the bark: “A Thompson woman tried inner bark from Subalpine fir as medicine for ‘shadow of the chest’, which was probably the same as beginning of tuberculosis. It made her very sick; “it was aching all over, just as if I had the flu, but after that I got better, went back for the x-ray, and no shadow”. Also the Gitksan people considered the bark of subalpine fur to be a strong medicine, curing respiratory ailments, dressing sores and wounds and working well in tonics (Johnson 1997:260). When eating the cambium in June it could cure constipation (Smith n.d.:66-67).

Cambium layers from **Western larch**, were peeled for food by native peoples in today's northern U.S.A.

Bark was not exclusively stripped from coniferous trees. Some Coast Salish groups ate the cambium layer from the inner bark of **Red alder**, *Alnus rubra*. They ate it fresh, with oil added, or dried in cakes to eat during the winter (Turner et al. 1995). Gitksan groups used *Alnus rubra*, *Alnus incana* and *Alnus crispa* bark for remedies to various conditions (Johnson 1997:267).

Several tribes within today’s British Columbia ate **Black Cottonwood**, cambium. The cambium was consumed fresh or sun-dried with grease. Black cottonwood could not be stored, as it quickly sours and ferments (Turner et al. 1997). Flathead, Kutenai and Blackfeet appreciated its sweet bark, probably more than any other tree species. Not only humans, but also animals liked this bark. Some groups fed bark to their horses and also brought bark along to feed horses taken on war parties. When drinking black cottonwood bark tea, the Kutenais believed they could cure tuberculosis and whooping cough (Hart 1992:68-69).

**Trembling Aspen**, *Populus tremuloides*, was consumed by some groups (Chevallier 1996) and used in a cleansing, purgative decoction by the Gitksan (Smith n.d. 1997). Aspen cambium chewed in springtime worked as a stimulant (Mathews n.d. 1996).

Fig. 9. Large bark-peeling on ponderosa pine, Brownstone Creek, Bob Marshall Wilderness. Photo: Lars Ostålund
The inner bark of another deciduous tree, Slippery Elm, *Ulmus rubra*, was collected by various groups and was used for many purposes. As food, it is nutritious, soothing and good even for infants. As a laxative, it works well against digestive disorders, but it also has a soothing effect on coughs and other respiratory conditions. When applied externally, it softened and protected the skin (Chevallier 1996). Another deciduous tree, Rocky Mountain maple, *Acer glabrum*, was bark stripped for its cambium. This, in turn, was used to make baskets, woven packsacks and woven mats (Smith 1997). Also twine was made from Rocky Mountain maple inner bark.

Fibrous *Acer macrophyllum*, Broadleaved maple inner bark from young trees was made into whippers for soapberries (Turner et al. 1990).

Birch bark *Betula papyrifera* was used for baskets and dishes, as well as food wrap (People of Ksan 1980), and implements like moose calls, torches and fire starters. Corpses were sometimes wrapped in birch bark (Mathews n.d. 1996).

There are several accounts of cambium being used as a food source, but the question remains: “what was it really like to eat?” Gaertner (1970:69-70) experimented with flours extracted from *Pinus strobus* and *Abies balsamea* inner bark, and then concluded that the inner bark had a “disagreeable and strong flavour. According to Cushing (1920:223) and Standley (1912:448), inner bark was difficult to digest. After observing the Ute group, partly sustaining themselves on inner bark, W.A. Ferries (1940:269) declared: “it has a sweet acid taste, not unlike acid syrup”. According to White (1954:np) tree species with more pleasant cambium tastes were ponderosa pine, lodgepole pine, white pine (*Pinus monticola*) and the quaking aspen (*Populus tremuloides*). Stump (nd) states that ponderosa pine was a favoured species “perhaps because of the large quantities of cambium obtainable from a single tree”. However, Hart (1992) explains “sweet inner bark of black cottonwood was relished by the upper Kutenai, who thought it sweeter than ponderosa cambium”. Other information states that quaking aspen was “bitter as quinine” (Peattie 1950:320) and black cottonwood was even less palatable (Peattie 1950:332). Along the coast of Washington state, Western hemlock and Mountain hemlock cambium were preferred. Nevertheless, species like Rocky Mountain maple, Sitka alder (*Alnus sinuata*) and Red alder were sometimes used. As mentioned, cambium was often mixed with oil or other food. The Coastal Salish experienced the inner bark as “quite constipating when eaten alone” (Barnett 1955:np, in Churchill 1979a:9). The taste seems to vary between tree species and different tree species were favoured in different areas.

In the past, trading of inner bark has occurred; cedar is mentioned (Eldridge and Stryd 1993), and Gitksan people traded hemlock bark to the Wet’suwet’en (Johnson 1997). Pine inner bark was commonly traded between Forest and Mountain Sami families (Drake 1918). The Forest Sami sold pine bark, prepared underground, to the Mountain Sami, who liked its taste (Lundii 1905). Trading provided the Fraser River Lilloet with certain foods and material that otherwise would not have been available. Bitterroots, hazelnuts, cedar bark and wood from some tree species were imported from people living in nearby areas (Turner, in Hayden 1992).
The annual bark harvest

Forest Sami groups who had their dwelling places in pine forests generally peeled bark around midsummer, when the bark was easy to remove from the tree trunk. The bark pieces were approximately two ells (about 90 inches), and the inner bark was separated from the outer bark with a knife (Lundii 1905:32). The peeling was typically performed during spring, when the sap was rising, and the bark easily removed. Moreover, the nutrient value of the bark flour was higher at this time of the year (Eidtiz 1969). Meat and fish dominated the diet among arctic and sub arctic people. In addition, wild plants were a delicacy as well as a regular food, emergency food and a medicine, with species use varying in different locales. Women and children routinely harvested and accordingly, they consumed more vegetables. The use of certain species was bound by tradition. The most important vegetables for the Sami were some Umbelliferae species, for example Angelica archangelica, some from the families Liliaceae and Polygonaceae, and also algae, lichen, sap, pitch, berries, and the cambium from certain trees (Eidtiz 1969). Pine, birch and, in some areas, spruce, were bark stripped, and most often among rich Sami families who had lots of milk. The pine bark harvest sometimes began earlier than Easter. The pine inner bark was hung over a rope in the hut to dry. When dried and ready, it was rubbed into coarse flour that was often eaten mixed with reindeer milk. The mix became porridge-like, and was very rich in fiber. Graan (1899) has described the methods that Sami people used preparing pine bark:

"They take the pine bark from large and thick pine trees, preferably as close to the ground as possible. They hang it on racks a day or two to dry, and then they rip it into small slices and put it in a big, well-wrapped bushel made of birch bark. They place the bushel into a pit in the ground, cover it with soil and peat, over which they make a huge fire of logs. The fire burns for a day, then they unearth the bushel again, and the bark is red and sweet."
Grain of pine bark was also used to thicken meat or fish soup (Fjellström 1985). Gruel made from pine bark held a prominent place in the diet.

Hundreds of old dwelling sites have been found in openings in the forest, with decayed tree trunks piled nearby. When the edible layer under the bark had been consumed, the trunk was discarded. When all the trees around the dwelling had been used up, the family packed its hut or tent and moved on to a new site (Nickul 1977).

Stripping bark was also primarily a task for women and children among the Kootenai and Flathead groups. It was a spring ritual, combined with the harvest of bitterroots. A small test hole was cut in the bark to try the inner bark flavour; the sweeter the sap, the better (Barrett 1990). Likewise, Hart (1992) states that women performed the debarking of ponderosa trees, although the bark is relatively thick. According to Turner and Efrat (1982), the harvest of bark was a task for either families or entire villages having the sole right to harvest certain areas. The annual bark-peeling event was obviously of great importance.

Stewart (1984:113) explains that red and yellow cedar bark were collected during the spring and summer months, but the harvest times varied among different cultural groups, due to their geographic location. When the sap was running, women and men went together to cedar stands. The men were needed to help because pulling bark was strenuous. Bark thickness and quality depended on the size and growth of the tree. Young cedars, twenty to thirty-five years old, and about two hand-spans wide were chosen first.

Eldridge and Stryd (1993) stated that women generally performed bark stripping of western red cedar and yellow cedar. Young cedars with little or no lower branches were primarily chosen. The Thompson group bark stripped lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) in May.
or June, depending on elevation. Trees having a stem of about 30cm in diameter were preferred. When harvested too late in season, the inner bark apparently gets to dry to come off (Turner et al. 1990: 102).

The Okanagan-Colville group harvested several different plants, seeds, nuts, lichen and roots as well as cambium from ponderosa and lodgepole pine. These food plants were so important to the people that each spring before harvest, ceremonies were held in Okanagan-Colville territory to celebrate the arrival of the crops. Other indigenous groups held similar ceremonies. The food-gathering process was typically the women’s job. At times, families worked together harvesting crops. People usually moved campgrounds seasonally, and in early spring, they moved their winter villages, to areas for digging roots. The gathering process could start as early as March; seeking the shoots of balsamroots (Balsamorhiza sagittata). In April, May and June, bitterroots (Lewisia rediviva), onions (Allium sp.) and other “roots” were harvested and trees were bark stripped to extract the cambium. In summer and fall various fruits and berries along with lichens and mushrooms were gathered (Turner et al. 1990). An unusual way of harvesting hemlock cambium is described by Curtis (1915):

“A man would climb a tree via a cedar with a rope and a yew block. When he reached a desired height (sometimes as high as 45 feet) an incision was slashed through the bark. Then the climber would begin his decent. While doing so, strips of bark were lacerated from the tree. As the strips fell to the ground, a woman would gather the bark and scrape off the cambium. Later, in the village the peeled inner bark was cooked and rolled into balls. The balls were then kept until the winter dances began. At that time the inner bark was eaten with oulachen oil (Thaleichthys pacificus)”.

Furthermore, White (1954:2-3) references an unnamed source, when describing the ceremonies around harvest of certain crops:

“When old timers used to do this peeling they did it in the spring, usually on and after the first Sunday in May. They held a celebration in which all the Kutenai in the old days used to participate. Now the ceremony is nearly died out. Usually the day before Sunday they held a gathering of the people. They prepared for the Sunday morning when it was necessary for them to pray to the digging sticks that were used for digging bitterroot. After the head woman, (who serves a lifetime) discovered that the bitterroot was ready to dig, the others in the group peeled trees for a noonday feast (the bitterroot ceremony must precede all the harvesting of roots, greens, nuts and berries during the year). Of course, if she, the headwoman found out that the bitterroot was not yet ready to dig, then the whole affair was postponed. In the old days if any person peeled trees before the bitterroots were ready, it was believed it would bring bad luck. The offender was not punished by the people, but the spirits would somehow do that. Those actually involved in debarking trees were strong women, who could peel off the trees, some expert bark splitters with special tools designed for their craft, and children who helped their elders as best they could”.
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Several statements imply that the bark harvest was of such importance that camps were erected in connection with the peeling:

“They make a camp near water and make an evergreen shelter and stay there until they have enough hemlock sapwood” (People of ‘Ksan 1980:83). “They all went into the valleys to gather hemlock bark and camped there while they worked” (Turner 1975:62). “Harvest areas could be located a day hike from the camp site and they were often known for the presence of bitterroot and camas. They could establish a camp and stay some week and harvest bitterroot and camas and then peel bark” (Merrell 1999 pers. com.).

In People of ‘Ksan (1980:80), a woman describes the harvest of Jack pine (Pinus banksiana) “noodles” (thin strips of inner bark), emphasizing that the noodles are immediately eaten, as they quickly discolour, sour, and cannot be eaten the next day. The noodles are sweet, tender and delicious, a good source of sugar. Also, she explains that the bark must be peeled at daybreak, when it is “milky” and easily handled. Later, when the sun has warmed the bark, the noodles are too sticky and syrupy for her taste.

According to Turner (1978:58-59), lodgepole cambium was “sweet and succulent” and had to be harvested at precisely the correct time in the spring.

Further, Turner (1978:60) suggests that ponderosa pine cambium was at its best when “obtained from young trees, before they began to bear cones. It older trees. It was usually ready to harvest two or three weeks before lodgepole pine cambium”. Likewise, Churchill (1979b:np) citing Malouf (1974) states that lodgepole pine cambium was peeled a bit later in the spring than ponderosa pine. “In other words, when one source of cambium dried up, another seemed to become available”.

“Different ponderosa had different degrees of sweetness, so very often they tasted a sample of the sap. If it didn’t taste satisfactory, they would simply try another tree. I’m not sure why the taste differs, maybe because of different sun exposure. The sap is best during spring time” (Merrell 1999 pers. com.).

Cambial activity is gently dependent upon temperature, but also moisture (Helmers 1962:276). The “right” time for cambium harvest varies by a few weeks annually. The Coeur d’Alene people from the southern Plateau called May the “bark loose on tree month” (Teit 1930:95). Cambial activity also differs among species. Before bud break, harvest of spruce cambium is ideal, while pine cambium is preferable slightly after bud break (Busgen 1929:99). When waiting too long, the cambium turns into wood during
the lignification process and becomes inedible (Busgen 1929:106). However, the ability to peel conifers is longer than for hardwood. The stem direction is also important. Trees growing in well drained, south-facing slopes have a longer peeling season as compared to trees in other environments (Wilcox 1962:64). After the point in the growing season when the bark is “sweet and tender”, it matures and accumulates secondary compounds. Then, conifer barks are no longer digestible, but good for medicine (Johnson 1997:317).

There were several different methods to determine whether or not a tree was ready to be peeled. Among Swedish farmers, pines chosen to provide bark were often based on bark thickness (Levander 1914; Pettersson 1941) presumably a consequence of thin bark being easier to carry (Niklasson et al. 1994). Art Matthews Jr 1994 (in Johnson 1997:126) explains that the bark was penetrated on the northern side of the stem when determining whether the cambium of a tree was harvestable or not.

![Diagram of cedar bark harvest](image)

**Fig. 14.** Cedar inner bark harvest.
This way one could consider the thickness of the new tissue layer between the bark and wood. A satisfying cambium layer on the north side implied that the whole tree was good. The Gitksan people used a bone gauge tool to try out the swelling of hemlock bark. If the tip of the tool easily pierced the bark, then it was harvest-time (G. MacDonald pers. com. in Eldridge 1982). Further, a vertical strip could be removed, and sap was sampled to test the flow and sweetness (Hart 1992; People of 'Ksan 1980:83; Turner 1978:206).

Other tribes analyzed the taste of branch tips, and the look of new growth colour in pine, birch and cottonwood (R. McDonell pers. com. in Eldridge 1982). Another way to decide about the peeling was to check the blooming of certain plants and the ripening of conifer pollen cones, which indicates that lodgepole and ponderosa pine are ready to harvest (Turner et al. 1980). Generally, young trees with as few lower branches as possible were chosen first (Anderson 1925:136; People of 'Ksan 1980:80; Spier 1930:165; Turner and Bell 1973:270). Nowadays, other criteria are applied for hemlock, where quite large trees are chosen (G. MacDonald pers. com. in Eldridge, 1982). Good areas for bark stripping were often known in advance and during harvest, the camp was established for a week or more (People of 'Ksan 1980).

There are numerous recommendations connected to the harvest. According to some people, a sunny day is preferable for harvest, while others believe in better inner bark quality on a mild and overcast day, or during rain. Hart (1992) claims that a harvest day should be cloudy and cool, which makes the sap run well. Also, trees close to the camp were often peeled first. After having pulled off the huge bark pieces, the separation of inner- and outer bark was performed at the harvest site, since the pieces were too heavy to carry back to the campsite. Art Matthews Jr. (7/24/94) suggests that a tree growing by itself rather than in a group of trees has better cambium. A sun-exposed tree is ready to be peeled earlier than a tree growing in a shady gully. To get as "good" and clean a product as possible, a tree with smooth bark should be chosen.

**Trees were approached with respect**

The Sami people always left some undamaged cambium to secure the survival of the tree. Disobedience to this tradition would lead to illness (Drake 1918). Before being cut, the spirit of the tree had to be informed to be able to safely leave the tree (Louise Bäckman pers. com., in Zackrisson et al. 2000). Apparently, some native groups in North America had similar customs. According to Stewart (1984:113), before the bark was pulled off a cedar tree, the spirit of the tree was addressed in a prayer of respect, thanking it for being a good

*Fig. 15. Very large bark peel which almost killed the tree. Brownstone Creek. Bob Marshall Wilderness, Montana. Photo: Lars Oslund*
provider and asking for its "dress" (the bark), and explaining why it was needed. People expressed gratitude to all natural resources: plants, animals, birds or fish, understanding that the resources gave of themselves. To show respect was to ensure a good supply in future years.

According to old Kootenai people, their ancestors never stripped a tree completely around the trunk. They knew that girdling would kill the tree (Barrett 1990). Peels for bark were, however, made almost all around the stem. Sometimes as much as three quarters of the circumference was taken. Still, the trees survive this, and often look as vigorous as "unpeeled" trees. A pitch layer develops over the scar shortly after the bark has been stripped. The pitch protects the tree against insects and fungi.

Heather Pratt is of the same "protective" opinion:

"Sometimes on the Northwest Coast a cedar tree would be stripped more than once, but it would be extremely unusual for the tree to be stripped completely of bark. First Nations people knew that to do so would kill the tree" (pers. com. Dec. 14, 1999).

![Image of trees](image)

Fig. 16. The little author between the trunks of two cedar trees. Clearwater National Forest, Montana.
Photo: Carolynne Merrell

On the other hand, Tlingit elders have reported that whole young hemlock trees were cut down "to obtain the confection made from the inner bark" (Newton and Moss 1984:24-25). Johnson (1997:96) is of the same opinion, explaining that either the whole bark was cut from a standing hemlock or the tree was cut down and then the bark was peeled off. In 1985, Mack and Hollenbeck surveyed bark peeled trees in the Gifford Pinchot National Forest in Washington, and found four characteristic scars: rectangular with cut marks at the top and the bottom, triangular with cut marks at the bottom, combinations of the rectangular and triangular forms, and scars that entirely girdled the tree (Mobley and Eldridge 1992:94). The question of how much bark to
pull off seems to differ between the groups. If it was a good tree, most west coast basket makers pulled it all; the Coast Salish took about two thirds, and the Kwakiutl on the west coast left a strip of four finger widths on the tree. The Haida said that if you removed all the bark and killed the other cedars nearby would curse you. Generally, one side of a tree had more branches than the other, making it less desirable for pulling bark. This left enough bark for the sap to carry nutrients to the roots, providing for the trees’ continued growth (Stewart 1984:116). Overall in native religious traditions, plants and animals were generally believed to have “souls” capable of thought and feeling just as people are today. The need to utilize and exploit natural objects was recognized, but usually the object was approached with reverence and respect and never used wastefully or without due appreciation (Anon). This belief was reflected in the harvesting of plant materials, as can be seen in the following “prayer” (Boas 1930), by a First Nations woman on the West Coast, to a young cedar tree from which she is about to harvest the bark:

Look at me, friend. I come to ask for your dress,
For you have come to take pity on us;
For there is nothing for which you cannot be used...
For you are really willing to give us your dress,
I come to beg you for this, Long-life maker,
For I am going to make a basket for lily-roots out of you.
I pray, friend, do not feel angry
On account of what I am going to do to you;
And I beg you friend, to tell our friends about what I ask of you!
Take care friend! Keep sickness away from me,
So that I may not be killed by sickness or in war,
O friend!

Bark peeling tools and technical aspects

Forest Sami people used long and thin knives made of steel or bone to cut the bark off the stem, and the cambium was removed with broad bladed scrapers with handles (Lundii 1905; Ikonen 1948). Antler scrapers and knives, associated with collection and preparation of bark for food, have been revealed during excavations at a dwelling site in northern Finland (Carpelan 1975 and Carpelan unpublished).

In North America, before metals were obtainable through trading with the white man, the women used sharpened horns from mountain sheep to cut through bark.

Fig. 17. Scarred lodgepole pine. Lolo National Forest, Montana.
Photo: Lisa Ahlberg
Then, large wooden pry sticks simplified the work by making the bark come off the stem and, finally, the inner bark was scraped (Barrett 1990). Among the Kutenais, deer rib scrapers were used to remove cambium layers from White pine and Red pine (Schaeffer 1940). According to Joanne Biterane (pers. com. Sept 23, 1999), trading with the white man started in the late 1700’s. Before, buffalo ribs were used to get underneath the bark and “push” it up, and after, knives and hatchets made of iron were preferred.

*To peel the bark off they used a long stick, probably ten feet. That way they could detach the bark over their heads, then twist it and pull it off. The tool they used to cut it off was usually obsidian with. In the 1800’s they got metals from the white man, and the tools changed. Then they used to put the top of a tin can on a stick. The long stick was perhaps not used for lodgepole, only ponderosa, because the ponderosa scar is a lot bigger* (Merrell 1999 pers. com.).

Fig. 18. Large wooden stick used to peel bark off a tree trunk. It was typically ten feet in length.

In “Native plants and early peoples” (1992) Jeff Hart describes the way a ponderosa was peeled. Like Merrell, he explains that a wooden stick, (most often made of juniper), was used to separate the bark piece from the tree trunk. The stick was flattened as a chisel in one end. Even though the tool was somewhat large, it was still flexible enough to follow the shape of the trunk. Rib bones from elk or bison were also used for debarking. Another tool was needed to part inner- and outer bark. In prehistoric times, native Americans made scrapers out of mountain sheep horns, but more recently, by the 1890’s, baking powder cans came into the region. Spade-like instruments were created out of the cans, which were superior to the horn knife (Hart 1992:50).

Bark from different tree species doesn’t “behave” the same way when being pried off. When bark is peeled from lodgepole and ponderosa, lodgepole cambium sticks to the stem, while ponderosa cambium comes off with the outer bark. Accordingly, different tools are needed to detach the cambium (Teit 1930:92; Turner et al. 1980:32). Teit 1930, (in Churchill 1979b:np) states that

Fig. 19. Significant scar on a lodgepole pine. Lolo National Forest, Montana. Photo: Lisa Ahlberg
when removing the bark from a ponderosa tree, tools made of wood or various kinds of animal antlers, were used. The cambium was detached by using a knife-shaped rib bone scraper.

Likewise, Ray (1933:103) Turner et al. (1980:33) mention that a straight knife made of deer rib or ulna was used to separate the inner and outer bark. Lodgepole scrapers had concave ends, in order to follow the shape of the stem (Anderson 1925:136). Animal scapulae had the correct shape and were exclusively used (Teit 1930:92). Many tribes also used a double-ended bone or antler scraper, which they thoroughly decorated (Eldridge 1982:12). When stripping the outer bark of a lodgepole, a first cut was made and then bark removal was performed by hand (Allredge 1995:29-31). According to Turner et al. (1990:102), a piece of horn or wood was used. The cambium was pried off the trunk by scraping with the shoulder blade of an animal. The harvested cambium had the shape of narrow strips (Allredge 1995:29-31). Turner explained that based on the maturity of the tree, the edible tissue was scraped from either the wood or the bark. And, like Allredge, she states that this scraping was often accomplished by using a sharp bone or horn implement, often obtained from the shoulder blade of some large animal (Turner et al. 1990:102). Similar to ponderosa, hemlock inner bark came off together with the outer bark. A special knife was used to scrape it off. The blade of the knife had a semicircular shape and was made from a piece of saw blade, ground down until it was razor sharp (Johnson 1997:96-97). After hemlock bark had been harvested, the inner bark was scraped off with a copper knife and historically a mussel shell scraper was used (Boas 1909:405). Other “scrapers” used were double-ended and made of bone (G. MacDonald pers. com. in Eldridge 1982:9).

Results of a survey in northern Sweden show three distinct scar lengths on Scots pine. Peels for food had an average length of about 96 cm, while scars for wrapping of sinew appeared in two sizes. When bark was intended for rolled up cases, the remaining scars had a mean length of approximately 34 cm, and bark for double folded packages produced scars of about 57 cm (Zackrisson et al. 2000). By cutting two scars with a knife at the top and bottom of the ends respectively, the bark was peeled off from part of the tree.

When ponderosa and contorta were peeled, rectangular pieces of bark were cut out (Johnson 1969:74; Turner et al. 1980:32). The size ranged from 50 cm (Ray 1933:103) to 125 cm in length (Palmer 1975:51). Palmer (1975:51) stated that the Shuswap made horizontal cuts of 225 cm and 125 cm in height. A vertical cut split the bark and then it could be pried off (Cline 1938:28; Medsger 1939:93). Harlan I. Smith (1919) describes that Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) bark was cut in horizontal bands, inner- and outer bark was removed together, and the cambium was then separated on the ground. (This kind of stripping is believed to have killed the tree). As mentioned, lodgepole bark was infrequently pulled off by hand, after the first horizontal cuts (Teit 1930:92). Some tribes, nowadays, initially make vertical cuts, 3 to 5 cm apart at the top. The outer bark is then pulled down and only a small piece of bark is left at the bottom of the scar (People of ’Ksan 1980:81). Arcas Associates (1984:8-9) described how the Nootka people harvested cedar bark: To start a bark strip, a cut was made near the base of the tree with a knife, chisel or D-adze (Drucker 1951:93, Turner and Efrat 1982:42). The height of the cut is described as “at the base”, “near the base” and “three feet up” (Drucker n.d.:65, Turner et al. 1983:70, Koppert 1930:48). In some cases, parallel vertical cuts were made with a specialized “digging stick” as far up as
one could reach (Drucker n.d.:65), before the strip was grasped by hand and pulled away from the trunk and up the tree. The width of the strip varied from four inches (10 cm) to one foot (30 cm), tapering to a point at the top of the scar (Drucker n.d.:65, Koppert 1930:48). The length of the strip was described as 3-5 m (Turner et al. 1983:70), 15-20 ft (5-7 m) (Koppert 1930:48) and 9 m or more (Turner 1979:88).

Trees used for cambium had oval, “tear-drop”, or rectangular shaped scars (Alldredge 1995). Obviously, bark scars occur in a variety of sizes and shapes. Western red cedar and yellow cedar have long and narrow scars, tapering to a point, which makes them triangular. A survey from Meares Island on the west coast of Vancouver Island (Eldridge and Strydl 1993) reveals that a majority (>98%) of the nearly 2000 scars were triangular. Most of them were western red cedar. The “typical” scar was slightly over 7 m in length, although scar lengths greatly varied. The triangular scars may be remnants from traditional cedar bark collection, from which clothes, mats, hats and a large number of other items were made. One third of the trees had more than one scar, which indicates that revisiting of favorite stands occurred. Some rectangular scars were found as well, belonging to western red cedar, cascaria, red alder, hemlock and yew. More than half of the scars were less than 50 cm in length and 10 cm in width and this bark was likely used for traditional medicines and, in some cases dyes and food. In other areas, such as the interior of Washington State, berry baskets were made from such rectangular bark pieces (Eldridge and Strydl 1993).

**Scar directions - a religious matter?**

Swedish studies imply that Scots pines were primarily peeled on the northern side of the stem. North and south were both important directions to the Sami and influenced cultural and religious phenomena (Schlachter 1958; Manker 1938, 1950; Louise Bäckman pers. com. in Zackrisson et al. 2000).

![Fig. 20. Directions of registered bark peelings in Zackrisson et al. 2000.](image)

The Sami had a special relationship with trees, which is likely to have affected the way of peeling the trees. As mentioned, the tree had to be told before the peel was done, to ensure that the spirit of the tree had time to safely leave it (Louise Bäckman pers. com.). Also, living trees that provided bark for food became sacred and were not used for firewood (Itkonen 1948). A similar respect for nature was prevalent in North America; the Okanagan-Colville people deeply respected plants, and especially those which were used for food and medicine. They had faith in both animals and plants having “spirits” and in their mythology plants/animals were given human features.
(The status of different plants today appears to be a consequence of such early mythology) (Turner et al. 1990:152).

"Scars from peeled trees are most often found on the northern side of a tree, depending of the taste. Bark peeled trees are generally found in south- or southwest exposed stands. First Nations people had total awareness of directions, but as opposed to the Sami, north and south did probably not have any spiritual or traditional meaning. Yet, dawn of day was spiritually important“ (Stafford pers. com. 1999).

Turner et al. (1990) connect the scar direction to dawn, explaining that the Thompson tribe gathered bark, for instance from hemlock and Western Yew (Taxus brevifolia), from the sunrise side of the tree. The same is mentioned for Vine Maple (Acer circinatum): "The wood and bark was always taken early in the morning and from the sunrise side". Arcas Associates (1984:73-78) connects bark peeled trees with the direction and steepness of slope. Bark scars are frequently found on the upslope side, turned away from the reflecting light from the sea and as a result have fewer branches (Mobley and Eldridge 1992). Millennia Research Ltd., having surveyed upland areas west of the Thompson River, also recognized a north-facing trend among scars on cambium stripped pine trees. Within a certain site, located at the edge of a southwest-facing mountain, 50% (35 of 69), faced north or northeast. 68% were directed towards north, northeast or east (Stafford 1999:36). "Peels doesn't seem to have been performed in a certain direction (at least not on the ponderosa)" (Merrell 1999 pers. com.).

Nutritive substances of inner bark

Scots pine inner bark contains a relatively high amount of Fe and C-vitamin. Furthermore, the content of healthy food fiber is high (unpublished analyses, in Zackrisson et al. 2000). Carbohydrates, vitamin C and fiber were the most important nutritional constituents in pine cambium since they helped balance the protein and fat in meat, fish and reindeer milk, from which the main part of the calories in the diet was obtained. According to data, Scots pine inner bark peeled during springtime is highly nutritious (Airaksinen et al. 1986; Hanson 1996). Inner bark use was also thought to have prevented scurvy among the Sami people. At that time, scurvy was a widespread illness among Swedish and Norwegian farmers living at the coast, as opposed to the Sami in the Interior (Fellman 1906; Urbye 1937).

A Norwegian researcher examining bark bread- and flour (1937) showed that there was C-vitamin left, even during wintertime. However, the fact that bark was most often peeled during springtime, when the sap was flowing, would also affect the nutritious value of the flour (Eidlitz 1969).

According to chemical analyses (Keeley 1980:37) of hemlock cambium, it is composed of 26% carbohydrates (starch and edible sugars), 2% usable protein and 0.6% lipids. The energy value is 103.2 calories per 100 g of fresh cambium. Also the mineral content is worth mentioning; especially calcium (201.7 mg/100 g) and magnesium (11.57 mg/100 g). Iron and zinc is present as well. At the present, there is no standardized research technique to measure the nutritional value of cambium.
Another tree strongly preferred for its cambium is the ponderosa pine. Martorano (1981) describes the nutritional value of the inner bark: One pound (454 g) of ponderosa pine consists of 224 g of moisture (49%), 138.5 g of carbohydrates (31%), 55.8 g of crude fiber (12%) (dietary fiber 25 g), 8.2 g of ash (1.8%), 4.5 g of protein (1.0%), 2.7 g of fat (0.6%) and 595 calories (131 kcal/100 g). Spectral analyses also revealed 2740 mg of calcium, 173 mg of magnesium, 112 mg of phosphorous, 34 mg of sodium, 9 mg of zinc, 4.5 mg of iron, 0.5 mg of boron and 0.1 mg of chromium.

![Fig. 21. Bark peeling on ponderosa pine. Indian Campground, Bitterroot Mountains, Montana. Photo: Lars Ostlund](image)

Analyzed lodgepole pine cambium contained 9.9 g of carbohydrates and 1.1 g of fiber per 100 g portion. Nutrient contents of spruce cambium (*Picea x lutzii*) are likely to be similar to pine cambium, whereas hemlock cambium is more nutrient rich. Cottonwood (*Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa*) is similar to pine, apart from containing a higher percentage of moisture. Cottonwood cambium is also rich in folate (Kuhnlein 1990) as is the cambium of aspen, *Populus tremuloides* (Johnson 1997).

Accordingly, hemlock and ponderosa cambium contain a quite similar amount of energy, yet the ponderosa is somewhat more nutrient rich, while the cambium of both species contain more energy than the lodgepole pine cambium.

Tannins are secondary metabolites in many plant orders (Cronquist 1981). They occur to a large extent in bark of temperate zone dicotyledonous trees and shrubs. Tannins and other polyphenolics can interfere with the absorption of nutrients when present in large amounts in foods (Griffiths 1989). At high concentrations, tannins inhibit enzyme activity, while at low concentrations they stimulate enzyme activity (Okuda et al. 1991). The inner cortex of Scots pine contains secondary metabolites such as lignans and tannins, and also resins, terpenes, waxes and steroids (Airaksinen et al. 1986). Lodgepole pine contains various flavonoids (Verenyysse et al. 1985). P. engelmannii bark (from the Washington state) contains benzoenoids (Pearson et al. 1979) and P. glauca contains tannins (Arnasson et al. 1981). Two other species containing tannins are balsam fir, *Abies balsamea*.

Cambium was collected during a certain period in the spring when cambial activity was at its maximum and there was a relatively thick layer of new, active phloem, the tissue eaten. The outer part of the inner bark contains more inedible elements like tannins and polyphenols of various types (Airaksinen et al. 1986). The nutrient rich sap of the new phloem contains high levels of translocated sugars, being transported downwards to the roots. There is also a high percentage of moisture (Johnson-Gottesfeld 1995).
Reasons for heat treatment

There are several reasons to prepare food in cooking pits. Yet, depending on nutritional composition, the reactions during heat treatment vary between different kinds of tissues. Overall, heat treatment makes food tissues less toxic, more digestible and durable. Increased digestibility means that more energy and nutrients can be gained from the food. The heat can also remove possible toxins, bacteria or parasites, as well as enhancing the flavour. Also, cooking reduces the water content and consequently bacteria as well.

Food tissue is a mixture of proteins, lipids and carbohydrates, minerals, enzymes and water. The tissue polymers of proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids in food vary in complexity and in nature and strength of the links between constituent units. Only small polymers are absorbed by the small intestine. Consequently, it is important to break down large or complex carbohydrates into smaller, more digestible, polymers, by chemical or physical processes. Native peoples seem to have pit cooked food with high contents of lipids or complex carbohydrates (Wandsnider 1997). The length of the cooking time depended on the chemistry of the carbohydrates (polymer size and structure) (Konlande and Robson 1972).

Processing of plants is a natural element among peoples everywhere and includes activities such as grinding, pounding; soaking, leaching; heat treatment, drying; and fermentation, all being aimed towards increased edibility of foods (Stahl 1989). This occurred either through physical changes, adjusting the size of the food particles, or through chemical changes, adjusting the form of the nutrients. Processing of some kinds could result in nutrient losses, but according to Stahl (1989:183-184), processing for the most part creates substantial gains in nutritional value:

- Reduction of particle size can enhance digestibility and improve the effectiveness of the following detoxification.
- Removal of fiber increases the availability of digestible carbohydrates, amino acids and minerals.
- Fermentation can enhance digestibility, provide better access to nutrients (e.g. amino acids), and raise the vitamin content of foods as well as allowing storage.
- Heat treatment makes the digestible carbohydrates more available and can contribute to detoxification.
- Detoxification, which may involve one or a number of processing techniques, enhances nutrient availability and may allow uptake of greater quantities of a given foodstuff.
Food processing underground

In the interior of northern Sweden, remains of cooking pits dating from the Mesolithic to the 18\textsuperscript{th} century have been found (Mulk 1994; Bergman 1995). Forest Sami dug a large pit in the ground where they placed the peeled inner bark from pine trees together with other bark. The pit was covered with soil and large logs. The logs were set on fire and kept burning for one, three or four days. When the bark turned red it was removed from the pit and then dried (Lundii 1905). According to Eidlitz (1969:73) some of the Sami made a sweet and tasty delicacy of the inner bark:

"it was dried and shred into small pieces, then put into big birch bark bushels. The bushels were dug down and covered with sand. During one day they let a fire burn over the place where the bushel was buried, and when uncovering the bark it was red and sweet and eaten as candy".

The Okanagan-Colville people steam cooked both plant and animal food. A large pit was lined with round rocks, which were heated, before a layer of dirt was added to the rocks. Various kinds of vegetation were put above the dirt, for instance fern fronds (\textit{Athyrium filix-foemina}, \textit{Dryopteris expansa} and possibly \textit{Matteuccia struthiopteris}), skunk cabbage leaves (\textit{Lysichiton americanum}) and damp pine needles. The food was placed on the vegetation layer and then covered by more vegetation and dirt. One or more sticks were placed in the pit, then it was filled and the sticks removed to create water passages. Water was poured down until the passages were covered. In this way steam cooking was created. A fire was often lit on top of the dirt and then the cooking process continued overnight or longer. Men were forbidden close to the pit during the cooking and the same rule was followed by women during their menstrual cycle. If the rules were not followed, the cooking results could be negatively affected (Malouf 1979).

The Gitskan cooked hemlock bark, or wrapped food in hemlock or birch bark. "The birch bark wrapper keeps the food clean and seals it so that the baking food is self dressed and the good juices that seep out are saved". One way to check the cooking (concerning plant foods) was to leave a few inches of plant stem above ground. At the point when the fire had destroyed the stem completely, the plant was properly cooked. Another logical test was to simply scooping the earth away in one corner and looking at the meat, fish or roots (People of \textit{Ksan} 1980).

The digging of cooking pits was done with digging sticks among some tribes and flat stones and wide pieces of wood among others (Malouf 1979). Pit size was determined from what and how much was to be cooked. Both round, squared and rectangular pits are described. Yet there is a wide-ranging cooking capacity among the same kinds of pits. The stones put in the pit are described as small river boulders, flat stones or rocks, or smooth stones, about five inches in diameter. The pit was preferably heated by firewood from the cottonwood tree. Firewood (charcoal) from ponderosa has also been found in excavations.

Fig. 22. Sunflower (\textit{Helianthus annuus})
However, there is uncertainty about whether the stones were placed on the firewood, or the opposite. Another point is that the stones could be heated outside the pit and then added to the bottom. The combinations of plants put on top of the hot rocks were many. Although grass was most common, other plants used were ferns, pine needles, alder leaves (Alnus sp.), willow leaves/branches (Salix sp.), sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) stalks or leaves (Malouf 1979). Sometimes a layer of bark was added as well. The Flatheads used fir bark (Ray 1942:102), while the Kutenais used either fir or spruce bark (Schaeffer 1940). Information about the fire is scarce, as, for example, the intensity and size and whether it was burning the full cooking time or not. In any case, the cooking time seems to have ranged between twelve and seventy hours, possibly dependent upon the quantity of food to be cooked (Grinnell 1962).

Gitskan people pit cooked hemlock inner bark as a first step when making dry cakes for winter use. Inner bark was placed on heated rocks in the bottom of a pit and was "baked" until dawn. Further, the bark was pounded in a mortar for hours and then shaped into thin cakes, which were dried on a rack in the sun. After soaking in water, the cakes were eaten with grease (Smith 1997). Spruce inner bark was prepared the same way as hemlock (Jones 1914:10; Knapp and Childe 1896:94). Other groups pit cooked inner bark from lodgepole pine, ponderosa pine and cottonwood (Peacock 1998).

Peacock describes earth ovens as "large, circular, rimmed depressions, varying between 3 to 6 m in diameter and 0.5 to 0.75 m in depth". Peacock (pers. com. 1999) further points out that older pits are usually larger than younger. Paleo-Indian roasting pits found in the northwestern plains of North America had the arrangement of two to four pits placed around a central hearth (Wandsnider 1997). Within many groups there was a tendency to reuse the same cooking pit annually (Malouf 1979; Turner in Hayden 1992; People of 'Ksan 1980; Peacock 1999 pers. com).

The use of earth ovens to pit cook food is a widespread and presumably ancient food processing technology. Construction and use of earth ovens are confirmed in Australia (Gott 1983, 1984; Lourandos 1985), Polynesia (Gill 1880), Mexico (Flannery 1986b; Parsons and Parson 1990) and throughout much of North America, including the Great Basin (Fowler et al. 1998), the Southeast (Fish et al. 1986; Fish 1997), the Pacific Northwest (Norton 1979; Turner 1995; Turner et al. 1983), the Columbian and Canadian Plateau (Dawson 1891; Test 1900, 1909; Ray 1932; Turner 1997; Turner 1990; Thombs 1989; Peacock 1996, 1998) and the Northwestern Plains (Peacock 1992).

Earth ovens as well as base camps have been located in upland areas (Peacock 1998). They were mainly used for processing of roots, and there was a high abundance of important roots, as well as materials for construction and use of earth ovens in the uplands (Peacock 1998:177). Roasting pits were often at campsites. The sites were generally located along river terraces, near the union of drainages and near water in relatively flat, open terrain (McLeod and Melton 1986). Root pits were said to be numerous along the lakeshores and could still be seen until recently (Schaeffer 1940). Pits are often located in meadows with access to fuel and water (Peacock pers. com. 1999).
Discussion

Bark peeling is documented as a 400-year-old tradition in Scandinavia. The reason for a cessation in the end of the 1800s was primarily access to substitutive foodstuffs such as cereals and sugar (Petterson 1979; Eidlitz 1969). Bark use in North America appears to be a more recent phenomenon. This relatively current bark peeling could be due to a recent tool change from horns and skeletal bones to metal tools, naturally simplifying the peeling. However in British Columbia there are some registrations as old as in Scandinavia. The tradition seems to be longer in B.C than in today’s northwestern U.S.A. Overall, inner bark use is likely to have decreased in periods when food, such as sugar, was easily obtained. Also, authorities in both continents tried to prevent the bark harvest.

Scarred trees have been registered in many parts of North America; from Arizona in the southwest to Washington in the northwest (McLeod and Melton 1986), Coastal British Columbia and southeast Alaska (Mack and Hollenbeck 1985:3). Bark peeled trees in Sweden are registered between the Caledonian Mountains in the west and the provincial boarder of Lapland in the east, within the northern and middle boreal zone.

In North America, scarred trees are often clustered (Barrett 1990; Mobley et al. 1990), located close to water, near campgrounds (McLeod and Melton 1986; Barrett 1990), in open and south-facing areas. When studying temporal and spatial distribution of peeled trees in different areas, it is important to consider the historical divergences in research, logging and fire dynamics, and also the different life cycles of tree species. Moreover, the distribution pattern of bark-scarred trees might to some extent be a function of the supply of animal foods as well as the nutritional value of the vegetation. In both Scandinavia and North America, trees were possibly bark peeled in areas with a bad supply of animal foods and vegetation with a rather low nutritional value.

Rectangular bark scars dominate some areas of North America and a triangular shape dominates in others. In Sweden, the scar length varies more than the shape of scars. Bark peeling for food caused rather long scars, while peels for wrapping material resulted in shorter ones. Spatial distribution of scarred trees as well as scar shapes reveals various patterns, presumably due to what purpose the bark was peeled for, temporal and spatial differences in use of tools and techniques, and also variations in terrain and tree types (Eldridge and Eldridge 1988:24). It is understandable that the scar shapes vary locally, since the shape of bark scars is due to specific technology applied to certain tree species for a certain function (Mobley and Eldridge 1992).

Scots pine was the most frequently scarred tree species in northern Scandinavia. The inner bark was used as food, wrapping material, medicine, spice and shoe hay. As food it was eaten fresh, roasted or dried (Zackrisson et al. 2000; von Duben 1977). Also spruce, birch, poplar and willow were used to a certain extent (Eidlitz 1969:71). In North America, inner bark was gathered from many tree species. Cedar inner bark was primarily peeled in British Columbia, while ponderosa pine and lodgepole pine bark was used most often in northwestern U.S.A.
Cedar inner bark had many areas of use, for instance baskets, mats, clothing, shelter, cordage, fishnets and line, sails, diapers, blankets, personal and ceremonial ornaments. Cambium from other tree species was often used for food and medicine. As food it was eaten either fresh, dried or roasted.

The taste of inner bark varies among species. Ponderosa pine and hemlock were often favoured. Taste differences between tree species may also be a result of the date that the cambium is obtained, and how old the tree was when the cambium was removed (Alldredge 1995). Merrell (pers com. 1999) speculates on different sun exposure affecting the taste.

Women and children often performed the bark harvest among both the Sami and North American native people. In North America, men sometimes participated, especially during cedar bark harvest, which was strenuous work (Stewart 1984:113). In North America, camps were moved seasonally. During spring, they moved to places favourable for root-digging and bark harvesting (Turner et al. 1990). Also the Sami stripped bark around spring. When the sap is rising, inner bark is highly nutritious (Eidlitz 1969). The tissues become saturated with organic compounds (proteins and carbohydrates). Accordingly, this is the best period to use cambium for food, as well as removing the inner- and outer barks from the trunk (Hawankorn in White 1954:1-2). When waiting too long, the cambium turns into wood during the lignification process and becomes indelible (Busgen 1929:101). When all favourable trees around a certain campsite were bark stripped, the Sami moved from one area to another, (Nickul 1977). Above all, rich Sami families gathered inner bark.

Swedish farmers peeled thin bark first (Levander 1914; Pettersson 1941), probably because of the lower weight (Niklasson et al. 1994). In North America, young trees with as few branches as possible were preferred. They used tools to poke through the bark and measured the thickness of the cambium layer. Another way to test a tree was to remove a bark strip and check the sweetness and flow of the sap (Hart 1992; People of ’Ksan 1980:83; Turner 1978:206). Further, the taste of branch tips and blooming of certain plants could determine whether the inner bark was ready to be peeled (R. McDonell pers com. in Eldridge, 1982; Turner et al. 1980).

To ensure the survival of a tree, Sami never peeled bark all round the stem (Drake 1918). In addition, the tree spirit was told before the cutting was done. That way it could leave the tree in time (Louise Bäckman pers com. in Zackrisson 2000). Similar phenomena are reported in North America. Apparently it is common in native religious traditions, to render plants, trees and animals as living creatures having souls. Accordingly, natural resources were deeply respected and used with care (Anon). Some indigenous groups still girdled the trees, but to leave some bark appears to have been most common.

The Sami generally used long and thin knives made of steel or bone to peel the outer bark. The cambium was removed with broad-bladed scrapers (Lundii 1905; Itkonen 1948). Before metals were available, native Americans used horns and ribs from different animals to cut through the outer bark. Next, long wooden sticks helped loosen the bark from the stem (Barrett 1990). When trading with the white man started, iron knives and hatchets were favoured during the bark harvest (Joanne Biterane pers. com. Sept 23, 1999). Depending on the tree species, different tools were used to remove the
inner bark. For instance, ponderosa cambium was loosened by scrapers (Teit 1930, in Churchill 1979b:np) or knives made of deer rib or ulna (Ray 1933:103; Turner et al. 1980:33). Unlike ponderosa cambium, lodgepole cambium sticks to the stem after the outer bark is cut off. Concave scrapers like animal scapulae worked well to remove lodgepole inner bark (Anderson 1925:136; Teit 1930:92).

Three scar lengths are particularly common in northern Sweden. Cambium intended for food produced scars of about 96 cm, cambium scars for rolled-up cases and double-folded packages were some decimetres shorter (Zackrisson et al. 2000). In North America, cambium scars are often oval, “tear-drop”, or rectangular shaped (Allredge 1995). Cedar tree scars are generally long (about 7m) and triangular (Eldridge and Stryd 1993). It is understandable that the scar shapes vary locally, since the shape of bark scars is due to a specific technology applied to certain tree species for a certain function (Mobley and Eldridge 1992).

Since multiple scars are often found on a single tree, it is known that stands were revisited in Scandinavia as well as in North America.

The Sami generally peeled trees on the northern side (Schlachter 1958; Manker 1938, 1950; Louise Bäckman pers. com. in Zackrisson et al. 2000). Due to cultural and religious tradition north and south were important directions. The taste of bark is most likely different on the sun exposed south side, as compared to the shaded north side. Since bark peels to get wrapping material for sinew, were exclusively done on the north side as well, the cultural and religious tradition, not the taste, seems to be of vital importance (Zackrisson et al. 2000). Scar registrations from North America imply that bark was most often peeled on the shaded side (Phil Grinder pers. com. 1997, in Stafford 1999) or upslope side (Mobley and Eldridge 1992), which is generally directed to the north. The direction probably had no religious connections. The shaded side usually had fewer branches and the inner bark was juicier and more tasty. Heather Pratt (pers com. Dec. 14 1999) is of the same opinion:

"On the shaded side there are fewer branches and therefore fewer knots, which serve to lessen the quality and size of the bark strip. In my own experience, bark has been peeled on certain sides for practical reasons".

Scots pine inner bark contains carbohydrates, vitamin C and fiber. These substances functioned as a good complement to the protein and fat from meat, fish and reindeer milk, which principally made up the Sami diet (Airaksinen et al. 1986 and Hanson 1996). The vitamin C content of inner bark appears to have prevented scurvy among the Sami (Fellman 1906; Urbye 1937). Bark cambium evidently provides energy in the form of sugar in a fiber matrix. As a result, the absorption rate is slowed down and a relatively steady blood-sugar level is maintained. Therefore, bark cambium is a preferable food during high-energy activities, such as traveling. The calcium content had an important role for bone development among children and pregnant women. Bark also reduced physical effects during spring famine (Ann Eldridge 1982:24). Moreover, when comparing the FDA’s (the current Food and Drug Administration) suggested daily values for a healthy diet (based on a 2000 calorie diet), to one pound of ponderosa inner bark, cambium is obviously nutritious. Cambium contains twice the suggested daily value of dietary fiber and only 4% of the recommended maximum daily amount of fat (Allredge 1995:24).
Many tree species contain secondary metabolites such as tannins (Wandsnider 1997; Cronquist 1981). High concentrations of secondary metabolites complicate nutrient absorption and enzyme activity, which should have been problematic to the people consuming bark. Heat treatment simplified cambium consumption. Benefits from heat treatment are removal of toxins, bacteria, and parasites as well as creating a more digestible, durable and appetizing food. Accordingly more energy and nutrients can be gained from the food (Wandsnider 1997).

Earth oven pit cooking appears to be an ancient occurrence in Scandinavia as well as in North America. Fragments of cooking pits have been found in the interior of northern Sweden (Mulk 1994; Bergman 1995) and throughout a large part of North America. Cooking pits appear to have been built and used similar ways in different cultures. The pit was basin-shaped and heated rocks, placed in the bottom, kept the heat. Vegetation layers brought about moist, food protection and flavour enhancement. Generally, there was also a layer of dirt and a fire lit on top. The fire burned for one to three or four days (Lundius 1905; Grinell 1962), and the more food to be cooked, the larger pit size (Malouf 1979). In addition, the pit cooking procedure involved certain rules, to ensure a good outcome. Men, as well as menstruating women, should keep away from the cooking. According to Malouf, many groups in North America annually reused cooking pits. Earth ovens were mainly used for processing roots. Consequently, the pits were generally located in upland areas (Peacock 1998), since there was a high abundance of nutritionally important roots located near, as well as materials for construction and use of earth ovens (Peacock 1998:177). Further, pits are often located near campsites (Peacock 1998; McLeod and Melton 1986), with water close by, in open terrain and along river terraces, based on the importance of accessible to fuel and water (Peacock pers. com. 1999).

Many sources describe cambium use among the Sami as a regular staple food resource (Schefferius 1674; Leem 1767; Rheen 1897; Graan 1899; Lundius 1905; Drake 1918), not an emergency food used during starvation periods only. Finnish “Skolt”- Sami people, for instance, used bark as late as to World War II (Verren in Eidlit 1969). In a study by Zackrisson et al. (2000), there is no indication that bark peeling increased during periods of famine in northern Sweden. On the contrary, it is stated that wealthy Sami families gathered more cambium than others (Drake 1918). Swedish farmers often used bark as a flour substitute (Eidlit 1969:72-73). During years of famine, bark was mixed in bread as a substitute for grain. At these times, a large quantity of bark was used as an emergency food (Eidlit 1993:32). However, there was no clear difference between regular food and emergency food. The fact that some food was considered emergency rations was mostly based upon cultural tradition, the general condition of the group, and how much of that certain food they had to eat. Even during periods of food scarcity, all food types that were possible to utilize, were not. The attitude towards a specific food varied widely between groups. When consumed in a large quantity, rich people could consider some foodstuff emergency food, but the same provision could be looked upon as a delicacy in small amounts. To poor people, it might well be a regular staple food (Eidlit 1969:153-154).

To some North American indigenous groups, inner bark was a delicacy, but tree cambium was likely not of major nutritional importance in the diet. It appears to have functioned as an energy source during travel and a delicacy that provided variety. In
People of 'Ksan (1980:3) inner bark was described as "good, but you couldn't survive on it if you were starving". However, hemlock cake served as starvation food among some coastal groups. Churchill (1979b:np), citing Malouf (1974) declares that lodgepole pine cambium "was especially relied upon as a food source during times of scarcity". Cambium was often served at winter feasts and potlatches as well as for guests in legends (Eldridge 1982:20). Clark (1805) stated that cambium use was a seasonal occurrence, while his friend Lewis (1806) pointed out that cambium was only used during periods of starvation. Lewis' suggestion is widely supported (Newberry 1887; Brown 1868; Spinden 1908; Cushing 1920; Castetter 1935; Castetter and Opler 1936; Opler 1941; Haines 1939; Chalfaut 1974). Others are of the opposite opinion (Ferries 1940; Hrdlicka 1908; Curtis 1915; Jones 1914; Teit 1930; Schaeffer 1940; Drucker 1950; White 1954; Barnett 1955; Eidlitz 1969; Harbringer 1964; Malouf 1974). Despite different opinions, cambium obviously supplemented the diet of Sami as well as indigenous people of North America. The former apparently used cambium as regular food and even a delicacy, while the latter perhaps used it as both regular- and emergency food, dependent upon the supply of food.

Energy is the most essential nutritional need and. Digestible carbohydrates that can be transformed into glucose or other simple sugars, are important sources of energy (Johns 1990). Carbohydrates have been an integral part of hunter-gatherer diets for a long time. In regions with a sufficient supply of protein, carbohydrates should be the first resource given priority in the food production system (Flanery 1966b). Speth and Spielman (1983) are of the same opinion, suggesting hunter-gatherers in "sharply seasonal environments" to build supplies of storable carbohydrates during fall. Further, they point out that hunter-gatherer populations in temperate regions periodically experienced food stress, usually in late winter and early spring. During such periods, protein was relied upon as the primary calorie source, but "such reliance could lead to marginal or inadequate energy intake and other nutritional deficiencies in the diet" (Speth and Spielmann 1983:2). The problem with protein reliance originates from the specific dynamic action, (SDA) of protein ingestion connected to starvation periods (Speth and Spielman 1983:63). SDA is described as the metabolism increase or heat production, which results from food ingestion. Protein ingestion is followed by a relatively high SDA (up to 30%), compared to fat (6 to 14%) or carbohydrates (6%). Consequently, "for every 100 calories of protein ingested, up to 30 calories are needed to compensate for the increase in metabolism" (Speth and Spielman 1983:6). Without fat or carbohydrates in the diet, the body starts using protein for energy, thus converting the amino acids and non-nitrogenous residues to glucose or fat to meet the body's energy needs (Speth and Spielmann 1983:13). Accordingly, the supply of body protein will not be refilled and, if the problem is serious, skeletal muscle is reduced. Fats and carbohydrates, though, have a protein-saving effect, meaning they provide energy for the metabolism, and avoid loss of body protein. According to Speth and Spielmann (1983:20), carbohydrates have a greater protein-saving effect than fat and "higher quantities of carbohydrate will be included in hunter-gatherer diets than would be expected given the relative availability of carbohydrate and protein in these environments".

Inner bark use is undoubtedly an old phenomenon in Scandinavia as well as in North America. According to the literature, bark peeling started in the 15th century among the Sami, about 300 years earlier than in North America. However, earlier sites have been located on both continents (Eldridge pers com. 1999; Zackrisson pers com. 2000).
Until the late 1900s, peeling and inner bark use continued in North America. This is almost 100 years longer than any recorded site in Scandinavia.

The bark harvest occurred in the spring when the sap was rising and the sugar content was high. Sami, native Americans, and First Nations, harvested bark during the same time. In North America this point of time differs some weeks among the various tree species. Women and children most often peeled the bark. Among First Nations people, men helped with the harvest because bark pieces from some tree species were very heavy. The Sami peeled bark from the northern side of the stem first, and some bark was always left for the tree to survive. There is no directional preference in North America. The north and northeast side prevails in some areas, but the peeling direction differs among groups. However, the shaded side, which generally has fewer branches, was often bark peeled. Further, some groups girdled trees, while others did not. Tools used by all groups for harvesting are similar. However, there is a greater variety of tools used in North America. On both continents, knives were commonly used for cutting away the outer bark. In North America, people also used hatchets, horns, animal ribs and wooden pry sticks. All three groups used animal shoulder blades to scrape off the cambium. In North America, scrapers were made from mussel shells, double-ended bone or antler, horns and ribs, as well as tin cans.

In northern Scandinavia, Scots pine was primarily peeled, but bark from deciduous trees (willow, poplar and birch) was also used. In North America, many different tree species were peeled. Coniferous trees such as cedar, hemlock, and larch, along with spruce and pine species as well as deciduous trees (cottonwood, alder, aspen, elm, maple and birch) were used. All three groups used the inner bark for food, medicine and various kinds of wrapper. Furthermore, First Nations people used inner bark to make mats, baskets clothing, fish line, and fishnets. Sami people used inner bark as a regular staple food, whereas North American indigenous people ate it both as staple- and "starvation" food.

Currently, there are no surveys to locate cooking pits in Scandinavia, but pits have been registered in the interior of northern Sweden. Cooking pit remnants, found in North America, are primarily located close to campsites, water and in open areas. On both continents, pit cooking is similar: Either the food was placed in the bottom of the pit or on top of heated rocks in the pit bottom. Next there were layers of vegetation, soil or sand, sometimes logs, and fire was ignited on the top.
Conclusion

The study deals with native people in the northern hemisphere that lived under similar circumstances, with sharp seasonal changes and a diet based primarily on animal foods. Their way of "solving" nutrient supply and general health problems corresponds, through the use of carbohydrate supplements from plants and bark. What created these similarities in natural resource utilization among isolated peoples? In these climates, there appears to be substances in cambium that cannot be obtained to a satisfying extent from other plants and animals. Obviously, bark is often peeled in areas with insufficient supplies of animal and plant foods during certain time periods. Could this be the main reason for bark use or were the seasonal changes the greatest problem in keeping up a steady food supply?

In northern Scandinavia as well as in North America people looked at plants and animals as living creatures having souls and consequently respected the natural resources. Still, some groups in North America cut down trees or peeled bark all round the stem, which does not correspond to the idea of respecting nature. These groups probably did not "waste" trees, but only used the trees and inner bark they needed.

One interesting future line of research would be to study the use of inner bark in Siberia, which is geographically between Scandinavia and North America. Possibly there are yet unknown links between the latter areas in this respect. Inner bark use has a long tradition, yet its' extent is difficult to determine due to the inconstancy of wood material. Is the tradition of bark utilization even older than documented?
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